
    

 

 

 

 

Princess Tenko’s debut was in  
Japan as a pop singer and actress. 

Upon the death of Hikita Tenko, a famous escape artist and 

illusionist in Japan, Princess Tenko was chosen among his 

apprentices as the heir to his name. 

Today, Tenko Hikita (II) is widely recognized by her stage name, 

Princess Tenko, and performs shows worldwide, averaging 300 

shows per year. 

 

In 1990, Princess Tenko was awarded Magician of the Year from the 

Academy of Magic and Sciences in the United States. Other 

renowned recipients of the award in lude David Copperfield, Doug 

Henning, and Siegfried and Roy.  

Princess Tenko was the first female 

award. In 1995, Princess Tenko bec
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